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this year cadence has introduced support for mathworks simulink (xs), natively into orcad, and has partnered with mentor graphics to introduce both hspice and pspice, originally an add-on, into orcad. orcad has a lot of support for both these two, which we will cover in a later post. orcad has a learning curve similar to kicad. for those
used to the windows interface (for anything other than microsoft office) this can be a bit overwhelming. but its intuitive and once you understand the interface there is a lot of customization and control. boards can now be saved in printable format, using a default pdf or svg format. this is a good example of a board saved in pdf form. a

few small annoyances such as the ability to edit the document outside of the 3d view, and to save as a gif (which doesnt really work) would be great. other than that the files are well organized and the file size is reasonable. i love the look of orcad, and it might be the only reason i would recommend it to someone. if you are used to other
eda packages then youll likely find it a bit confusing, as there is a lot of customization in orcad. the layout and design of the interface seems to be more reminiscent of kicad as it looks like it was designed by a dev that happened to know a lot about cad rather than someone with knowledge of pcb design and manufacturing. for me a

customer service program is one of the most important programs in any electronic design software, and if it isnt there, the software doesn’t have a chance. cadence is currently lacking in this area, and this is a big problem. most of their support options seem to be available on-line, and the questions/answers aren’t very user-friendly, and
are often not useful. if you are using orcad, you should read the pcbnewswatch article linked above, where cadence was awarded pcbsafety certification. even after reading that article, i still had some questions answered that i hoped for a response.
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this is just the tip of the iceberg, with a bunch of free add-ons coming soon to orcad/allegro. for instance, there is a special version of the allegro pcb designer to make designing high density boards a cinch. sigh. designing high density boards have always been a pain as most users need to spend countless hours to manually place
individual components/parts/features on the pcb, which in turn leads to distorted footprints and misalignments. while this can be partially fixed by placing individual footprints on each part/component, it still requires a lot of manual effort. so i purchase a pspice user license for orcad, capture it using vcs. i have a schematic that i have

made using a pcb capture program and then exported it to orcad. all credit goes to the orcad capture program that allow us to create pcb and schematic using one single program. i created schematic by exporting to orcad capture. if you are using orcad capture software, you can't export to schematic and pcb, in the same software, need
a separate program. orcad schematic editor can export to pcb as well as to a schematic file. the orcad capture software can export to pcb and schematic because it is a separate program from the pcb editor. i bought it from www.cadence.com the orcad pcb editor is the original pcb editor, while orcad capture is the pcb capture program.

orcad capture cis circuit simulation with the cis simulator is added to orcad pcb editor to reduce the cpu time to simulate the circuit. i use orcad pcb to make schematic. orcad pcb works fine if you do not need to simulate the circuit, but it takes much more time to create the schematic. i hope you have bought orcad pcb that from
www.cadence.com. 5ec8ef588b
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